
Opened at 18:02 
 
 
Attendance     Absences 
 
Liam Nattrass     Rory Baxter 
Ryan Bailey     Harriet Cunningham 
Andrew Wilson 
Ania Jasko 
Izzy Seale     
Ceri Foster 
Ellie Fisher      
Hannah Sparkes 
Edmund Lea 
Jack Ambrose 
Owen Bell 
Olivia Moran (Late) 
 
 
Office reports 
 
Treasurer: Ryan Bailey 
A profit of £86.47 was made during the year, with four quiz wins contributing to this value 
somewhat. Midmad made a profit, and with the greater than usual influx of freshers 
Halloween camp was also successful. 
 
Liasions: Ania Jasko and Izzy Seale 
Midmad was a great success again, making a profit as with last year, was executed well with 
only one police call and zero casualties. GPS trackers were used at outdoor with significant 
hail occurring, and indoor almost manage to finish on time.  
 
President: Liam Nattrass 
Andrew saw a train so we can say summer camp was a big success, and thanks to Jack we 
won four pub quizzes in the new year. The freshers input this year was significantly larger 
than usual, including non-scout or guide members. Some balls got slapped pretty good at 
Halloween camp. Most of the events that occurred last year happened again, though a chip 
shop hike and geocaching event were also done this year. 
 
 
 
Presentations 
 
Ryan gifted Liam some alcohol, and Liam started getting emotional then used the break as 
an excuse to say the outgoing exec gifts had been delayed  
 



Motions 
 
This society notes: 

Doing personalised risk assessments for insignificant hazards is a waste of time that 
could be put to greater use elsewhere 

This society resolves: 
Let’s not do personalised risk assessments for insignificant hazards 

This society proposes: 
To not waste time on unnecessary tasks, and to remove the clause concerning 
personal risk assessments from the constitution 

 
Proposed by Andrew Wilson 
Seconded by Ryan Bailey 
 
Approved on a general aye 
 
 
 
This society notes: 

Let’s introduce the roles of mother mole and uncle roger to members that are 
deemed good parental figures, preferably members of three years or more 

This society resolves: 
May be a bit weird to freshers and/or ex members to have parental figures, and 
people may not want the titles they’re getting 

This society proposes: 
One title per year that is decided at the AGM, with no mandatory need to fill the role 
or even accept the title 

 
Proposed by Andrew Wilson 
Seconded by Ryan Bailey 
 
Approved on a general aye 
 
 
 
This society notes: 

There is a lack of mascots for all the roles, with spaces in the constitution being 
upsetting to certain members 

This society resolves: 
Certain members don’t want the responsibility of looking after a treasured society 
mascot, and in the words of Izzy ‘I don’t want to touch that grotty fucking mole’. The 
resources necessary to acquire could be best used elsewhere. 

This society proposes: 
Andrew purchases all the mascots he likes for the roles, and it is not mandatory to 
look after your elected mascot, as it can stay in stores 

 
Proposed by Andrew Wilson 



Seconded by Liam Nattrass 
 
Passed with 10 votes aye, 1 nay               
 
 
 
This society notes: 
 DUSAGG is often misspelled as DUSSAGG, so we should \ change the name to 

‘Durham University Sexy Scout And Guide Group’ 
This society resolves: 
 What. Why?  
This society proposes: 

That Ryan tries to not put off future members, in Liam’s words ‘stop’. 
 

Proposed by Ryan Bailey 
Seconded by absolutely no one 
 
Rejected on a general nay 
 
 
 
Elections 
 
President:  
Ceri – “made people join, drinks stuff and is fun. Will implement some changes on the basis 
of none, as its fine right now”.  
RON – “I’m president forever and I want mole in me life”. 
 
Votes 
Ceri: 11 
RON: 0 
 
\ Ceri becomes new President 
 
 
Secretary: 
Jack – “I’ll try and learn what SSAGO is and do some typing when asked”  
RON – “He’s a bit shocking” 
 
Votes 
Jack: 10 
RON: 1 
 
 
\ Jack becomes new Secretary 
 
 



 
Treasurer: 
Edmund – “Is very good, helped win money and has experience with accounts”. 
Rory – “Scouting means a lot to me, I’ve raised £3500 for world scout jamboree, do 
spreadsheets good because I’m a comp sci student”. 
RON – “Not enough people running, let’s start a fitness club instead” 
 
Votes 
Edmund: 8  
Rory: 3  
RON: 0 
 
 
\ Edmund becomes new Treasurer 
 
 
Social Sec: 
Ellie – “drink a lot, have been to most other events, and organised a few too”. 
RON – “  ” 
 
Votes 
Ellie: 12 
RON: 0 
 
\ Ellie becomes new Social Sec 
 
 
 
Events Sec: 
Hannah – “I’m pretty good at going to events, and me jumpers from new look. Summer 
Camp would be a vote. Wouldn’t clash hillwalking events \ shit be better cause people 
would actually fucking come to bar crawls for once”. 
RON – “  ” 
 
Votes 
Hannah: 12 
RON: 0 
 
\ Hannah becomes new Event Sec 
 
 
 
Liaisons 
Ania and Izzy “we did good this time, but we want guides more involved. GPS trackers for 
MIDMAD as to avoid death”. 
RON – “   ” 
 



Votes 
Ania and Izzy: 11 
RON: 1 
 
\ Ania and Izzy become new Liaisons officers 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Cuddly teddies will be purchased to act as mascot for the executive roles 
 
The roles of mother mole and uncle roger will be assigned to parental figures during future 
AGM’s 
 
Executive roles will now be taken up as the following 
 
President: Ceri Foster 
Social Secretary: Ellie Fisher 
Events Secretary: Hannah Sparkes 
Secretary: Jack Ambrose 
Liaisons: Ania Jasko and Izzy Seale 
Treasurer: Edmund Lea 
 
 
19:14 closure 
 
 
 
 
Amendments 
 
 
11th June 2019 
 
Due to adverse circumstances Hannah Sparkes will not be enrolling onto next year, and so 
we will have to re-elect a new Events Secretary at the November EGM. 
 
 


